
 

HUSKEY ™ DYNA-MITE RED 
GREASE 

 
DESCRIPTION 
HUSKEY DYNA-MITE RED GREASE is a unique high-temperature, extreme pressure, non-
melting premium quality grease designed for very heavy-duty service in adverse environments.  It 
is a blend of high quality petroleum oil and special synthetic polymers which work together to 
form an extremely water-resistant, tough lubricating film that prevents water washout and metal-
to-metal contact even under extreme pressure or shock loading.  HUSKEY DYNA-MITE RED 
GREASE is formulated with the optimum amounts of additives to provide maximum protection 
against rust, corrosion and oxidation.  HUSKEY DYNA-MITE RED GREASE contains no 
fillers or clay thickeners.  The distinctive red color makes it easy to identify during and after 
lubrication. 
 
USAGE 
HUSKEY DYNA-MITE RED GREASE with its unique qualities can be used in a wide variety 
of applications, thus reducing the number of lubricants you must keep on hand.  Some such 
applications include ball and roller bearings, bushings, slides, valve operators and bearings, gears, 
screw drives, couplings, cranes and general lubrication, especially where loads may be quite heavy 
and speeds slow. 
 
 
ADVANTAGES 
 M  Withstands Extreme Pressures 
 M  Wide Temperature Range (10°F to 525°F) 
 M  Extremely resistant to Water Washout 
 M  Excellent Metal Adherence 
 M  Will Not Melt or Run Out 
 M  Prevents Rust and Corrosion 
 M  Reduces Wear 
 
 

PACKAGE AVAILABILITY 
Convenient disposable gun-loader 14 oz. Cartridges 

1 gal. Pails, 5 gal. Pails, 15 gal. Kegs 
and 55 gal. Drums 

 



 

 
TYPICAL PROPERTIES 

 
 
DESCRIPTION HUSKEY Product:   DYNA-MITE RED GREASE 
   Color:     Red 
   Base Oil:    Semi-Synthetic 
   Thickener:    Synthetic 
   Texture:    Buttery 
 
 
 
TEST     ASTM METHOD      RESULTS 
 
N.L.G.I. Grade   ----    2 
 
Worked Penetration   D-217 
 60 Strokes       275 
 10,000 Strokes      290 
 
Base Oil Viscosity,   D-445 
 SUS @ 100°F       3650 
 SUS @ 210°F       200 
            cSt @ 40°C       677 
            cSt @ 100°C       40 
 
Pour Point, °F    D-97    10 
 
Flash Point, °F    D-92    525 
 
Dropping Point, °F   D-566    NONE 
 
Corrosion Preventative Test  D-665    PASS 
 
Timken OK Load, lbs.  D-2509   60 
 
The name of this product or group of products is for product identification only.  HUSK-ITT CORPORATION makes no warranties, representations or conditions of any 
kind expressed or implied, whether for merchantability or fitness with respect to these products.  The final determination of the suitability of the products for the 
application contemplated by the user is the sole responsibility of the buyer.  HUSK-ITT CORPORATION sales personnel are not authorized to amend this warranty 
limitation.                                                                                                                                              10/07 
 


